VILLA
COLLECTION
Spain’s finest rental properties

Welcome to the Prima Collection, a carefully
curated selection of the finest residences to rent in
Spain.
Our vision for this product is to continually
assemble a unique collection of villas, focusing only
on the very best properties in the most sought after
and stunning locations that this magical country has
to offer.
We want to offer you a complete and bespoke
travel experience because we understand that when
booking a vacation it is not only about the property.
Come with us, relax and let us do the planning. Our
team of experts will provide a personalized, caring,
and unique service to ensure you experience true
luxury in an authentically Spanish setting.
We hope you enjoy browsing the collection as
much as we enjoyed putting it together for you.

Alessandro & Cameron
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PROPERTIES
Isla Azul

6

Villa Blanca

12

Villa La Perla

18

Villa Picasso

24

Isla Azul
6

Ibiza | 10 guests | 5 bedrooms
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An elegant contemporary designer villa, on a private
Mediterranean island, just off the coast of Ibiza. This
exclusive luxury residence, on an island paradise
surrounded by 148 acres of unspoiled nature, is without
a doubt, one of the most exclusive hideaways in the
Mediterranean.
Only a short boat ride from the well-known bay of
Pou des Lleo, situated on the North-East coast of Ibiza,
Isla Azul is the ultimate escape. The perfect setting
for friends and family, to enjoy the uncontaminated
nature with its unique flora, a natural reserve with
a bird sanctuary, and numerous walking trails, one
of them leading to the island’s lighthouse, boasting
scenic sunsets. Choose from a variety of water sports
or explore surrounding islands and beaches. A jetty,
with private mooring and 24-hour access to a captained
tender boat, is available throughout your entire stay.
Lounge by the swimming pool, relax in the Jacuzzi, use
the outdoor gym, work out with a personal trainer, or
enjoy a yoga session. Invite guests to celebrate special
events on one of the numerous, extensive terraces with
ravishing sea views. Situated only a short boat ride
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away from the coast of lively Ibiza, and the beautiful
beaches of Formentera, Isla Azul can be reached by
boat or helicopter.
At the heart of this exquisite, 600 sqm five-bedroom
villa, you’ll find spacious living and dining areas. A
tastefully decorated living room, with floor-to-ceiling
glass doors opening onto the stylish terrace and pool
area. An elegant dining room, a modern, designer
kitchen, equipped with top-of-the-line professional
equipment, and a full team of professionals to look
after your every need, make Isla Azul the perfect island
getaway.
Surrounded by the azure sea, the villa boasts
unbeatable panoramic views on all sides, from
the impressive and varied rock formations of the
surrounding cliffs to the unspoiled coastline of Ibiza.
Serenity, privacy, luxury, wide-open spaces, the ultimate
in appliances and commodities, and full-time dedicated
staff, make Isla Azul the perfect luxury destination for
nature lovers and for entertaining at the very highest
level.

Isla Azul
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Isla Azul
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Isla Azul
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Villa Blanca
12

Ibiza | 12 guests | 6 bedrooms
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Villa Blanca rests on a hilltop a mere 450 meters from
the impressive turquoise waters of the Mediterranean
sea. This exclusive, spacious and secluded property
provides a formidable view of the open sea and
the island of Formentera. It is located in a quiet
neighborhood adjacent to Cap Martinet and the village
of Jesus, and only a few minutes walk to some of Ibiza’s
best hotspots and secluded beaches.
This elegant and sophisticated villa is 420 sqm of pure
architectural elegance built on a 15,000 sqm plot, with
pristine lawns, manicured gardens, and surrounded by
pine trees. A splendidly designed villa, with 500 sqm of
pool terraces and 50 sqm of covered terraces to which
all bedrooms have direct access.
A massive pool, a jacuzzi, and a waterfall are the
centerpiece of the sumptuously designed pool terrace,
covered in white natural stone, as an extension of the
indoor space. Large lawn terraces and lounge areas
provide numerous areas for guests to relax or socialize.
There is a spacious outdoor covered dining area with a
large mobile outdoor kitchen and a great outdoor sound
system.
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5 luxurious, beautifully designed and exquisitely
furnished double bedrooms, all have direct access
to the different large pool terraces. Three bedrooms
have custom-made walk-in wardrobes. Four bedrooms
have en-suite bathrooms and all of the bedrooms are
equipped with automated black-out shutters. The master
bedroom, situated on the top floor, has an open space
bathroom and dressing area, incredible sea views, and
its own 100 sqm terrace.
The property is equipped with CCTV, a high-end alarm
system, a cutting-edge home automation system, and a
full-time staff.
Everything about Villa Blanca spells luxury. It is a
bonafide Garden of Eden, perched on a hilltop,
overlooking the turquoise waters of the Mediterranean,
secluded yet just a few minutes from Ibiza’s most
coveted beaches and bustling nightlife.

Villa Blanca
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Villa Blanca
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Villa Blanca
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Villa La Perla
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Ibiza | 12 guests | 6 bedrooms
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Villa La Perla is a bright, refined and luxurious villa.

with dreamy sea views. The master bedroom, with

The villa has direct access to a sandy beach, an Infinity

double exposure, boasts two large private terraces and a

pool overlooking the ocean, and a stunning 350 sqm

jacuzzi. The rooms all have private bathrooms, dressing

terrace, with seating, bar area, and dining area, from

rooms, luxury bed linen, TV, and DVD players.

which to take in the extraordinary ocean view.
Luxury and serenity are reflected in the villa’s highSituated in Es Cubells, on the west side of Ibiza, this

end furnishings and decorations, which are rich and

stunning Moorish-style villa is just a few minutes from

elegant. Maximum attention to detail can be seen in the

the village of Es Cubells, 10 minutes from the village of

exceptionally crafted furniture with custom hardware

San Jose, and 25 minutes from Ibiza.

and metal accents, not to mention the refined, luxurious
marble washrooms, with sea views.

This sumptuous 6 bedroom villa has been completely
refurbished to enhance your stay with amazing sea

The villa is fully equipped with top amenities, such as a

views from every room. Bright and white, floor-to-

state-of-the-art modern kitchen, a BBQ, outdoor bar, a

ceiling windows, indoor and outdoor dining areas, and

dining area on the terrace, wifi throughout the villa, and

numerous terraces and lounge areas from which to

services designed to make your stay exceptional. Come

enjoy some private moments.

live the dream, in style, at Villa La Perla, and wake
every day with the ocean at your doorstep.

Villa La Perla will win you over with its breezy spirit
and cozy charm. All 6 bedrooms have private terraces
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Villa La Perla
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Villa La Perla
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Villa La Perla
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Villa Picasso
24

Marbella | 18 guests | 9 bedrooms
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Set in Costa del Sol, near Marbella, famous for its
all-year-round balmy climate, with the Sierra Blanca
Mountains as the backdrop to 27 km of sublime golden
sandy Mediterranean beaches, you’ll find Villa Picasso.
Just west of Marbella town is the Golden Mile, a
stretch of prestigious nightclubs and coastal estates
whose luxury venues are famous worldwide and leads
to Puerto Banús marina, filled with luxury yachts,
upmarket boutiques, villas, golf courses, and a vibrant
nightlife inspired by a diverse range of bars and
nightclubs open day and night.
Villa Picasso is renowned for its vibrant and glamorous
celebrity lifestyle. When you enter the villa it welcomes
you with elegance, sophistication, and style.
The villa’s enclosed secure private compound has
a raised terrace with a sun deck and a private gate
for direct access to the beaches. The villa’s balcony
lounges create comfortable enclaves from which to
enjoy the views, relax or socialize. The property was
designed to provide a seamless host of amenities, both
indoors and outdoors and you’ll have ample space to
host large groups and events.

stylishly decorated down to the finest details, and
serviced by a lift from the Spa & Leisure Complex to the
extensive roof deck.
Complete with a Jacuzzi and lounges, the roof deck is
an ideal setting for private sunbathing and relaxation.
You can also enjoy a full cook station BBQ, al fresco
dining, and events on deck, with a stunning 360°
panoramic view.
The villa has five sophisticated, bright, and spacious
double bedrooms with ensuite baths, high-quality
customized linens, robes, locally sourced natural
toiletries, and individual AC controls. In addition to the
villa, there are two private guest houses.
With its unique and unmatched experience in elegance,
sophistication, and luxury, set in a veritable oasis of
the Costa del Sol, Villa Picasso is nothing short of
enthralling and spectacular, ideal for intimate events,
yet large enough for galas, receptions, fiestas, and
fundraisers.

The ultra-modern Spa & Leisure Complex has a
stunning indoor pool, fully equipped gym, and a wood
Finnish sauna, as well as a full wet bar, home theatre,
large event space, cigar lounge, and wine cellar.
All four floors of the villa are sumptuously furnished,
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Villa Picasso
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Villa Picasso
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Villa Picasso
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www.prima-advisory.com | info@prima-advisory.com

